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Abstract.  Semi-invariant submanifolds of  LP-cosymplectic manifolds are studied.  Integrability of 
certain distributions on the submanifold are investigated.  Totally umbilical and totally geodesic 
submanifolds are also studied. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
K. Matsumoto introduced [4] the notion of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold.  
Later on several authors studied Lorentzian almost paracontact manifolds including those 
of [3, 5, 6, 7] and submanifolds of Lorentzian almost paracontact manifolds including 
those of [8, 11, 12].   In [11, 12], is has been proved that a  LP-Sasakian manifold does 
not admit proper almost semi-invariant or semi-invariant submanifolds.  In [8], a class of 
Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold is defined as a  LP-cosymplectic manifold. 
 In  this  paper, we  study  semi-invariant  submanifolds  of  LP-cosymplectic  
manifolds. The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries.  In 
section 3, some basic results for submanifolds of a Lorentzian almost paracontact 
manifold and a LP-cosymplectic manifold are given.  Section 4 deals with semi-invariant 
submanifolds of  LP-cosymplectic manifolds.  In section 5 some necessary and sufficient 
conditions for integrability of certain distributions on semi-invariant submanifolds of a  
LP-cosymplectic manifold are obtained.  In last section, totally umbilical and totally 
geodesic submanifolds are discussed. 
 
 
2.  Preliminaries 
 
Let an n-dimensional smooth connected paracompact Hausdorff manifold M be 
equipped with a  Lorentzian metric g, that is, g is a smooth symmetric tensor field of type 

)2,0(  such that at every point Mp ∈ , the tensor RMTMTg ppp →×:  is a 
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non-degenerate innerproduct of signature, ),,,( ++−  where MTp  is the tangent 

space of  M  at  p and R is the real line.  In other words, a matrix representation of pg  

has one eigenvalue negative and all other eigenvalues positive.  Then M  is Lorentzian 
manifold.  A non-zero vector MTX pp ∈  is known to be spacelike, null, non-spacelike 
or timelike according as 

0,0,0),( ≤=>ppp XXg   or  0<  

respectively. 
 Let M  be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold equipped with a triple 

),,( ηξφ , where φ is a )1,1(  tensor field, ξ  is a vector field, η  is a 1-form on M  such 
that 

 
1)( −=ξη                                                          (1) 

ξηφ ⊗+= I2                                                     (2) 
 

These two equations imply that 
,0=φη                                                           (3) 

,0=φξ                                                           (4) 

rank .1)( −= nφ                                                      (5) 
 

Then M  admits a  Lorentzian metric g, such that 

,)()(),(),( YXYXgYXg ηηφφ +=                                       (6) 
 
and M  is said to admit a  Lorentzian almost paracontact structure .),,,( gηξφ   In this 
case, we get 
 

,)(),( XXg ηξ =                                                        (7) 

,),(),(),(),( XYYXgYXgYX ΦφφΦ ==≡                                (8) 

,),)((),)((),()( XZΦZYgZYΦ XXX ∇=∇≡∇ φ                              (9) 
 
where ∇  is the covariant differentiation with respect to g.  The Lorentzian metric g 
makes ξ a timelike unit vector field, that is, 1),( −=ξξg  (see [4, 5]). 
 A Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold is called a LP-cosymplectic manifold [8] 
if 
 

.0=∇φ  
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3.  Some basic results 
 
Let M be a submanifold of a Lorentzian manifold M   with a Lorentzian metric g.  Let 
the induced metric on M also be denoted by g.   Then Gauss and Weingarten formulae 
are given respectively by 

 

,,,),( TMYXYXhYY XX ∈+∇=∇                               (11) 

,,   MTNNXAY XNX
⊥⊥ ∈∇+−=∇                                (12) 

 

where ∇  is the induced connection on M, h is the second fundamental form of the 
immersion, and  XAN−  and NX

⊥∇  are the tangential and normal parts of NX∇ .
 
  From 

(11) and (12) one gets 
 

.),(),),(( YXAgNYXhg N=                                           (13) 
 

Let M be a submanifold of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold M  with Lorentzian 
almost paracontact structure .),,,( gηξϕ    For  TMX ∈  and MTN ⊥∈  we put 
 

,,, MTFXTMPXFXPXX ⊥∈∈+≡φ                         (14) 

,,, MTfNTMtNfNtNN ⊥∈∈+≡φ                              (15) 

,)( YPPYYP XXX ∇−∇≡∇                                        (16) 

,)( YFFYYF XXX ∇−∇≡∇ ⊥                                       (17) 

,)( NttNt XXX
⊥∇−∇≡∇                                          (18) 

.)( NffNNf XXX
⊥⊥ ∇−∇≡∇                                      (19) 

 

Moreover, if ,TM∈ξ  we write ,}{}{ ⊥⊕= ξξTM  where }{ξ  is the distribution 

spanned by ξ  and ⊥}{ξ  is the complementary orthogonal distribution of  }{ξ in M . 
 We state the following two lemmas whose proofs are straightforward and hence 
omitted. 
 
Lemma 3.1.  For a submanifold M  of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold and for 
all ;TMX ∈  MTVN ⊥∈,   we have 
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),(),( YPXgPYXg =                                                 (20) 

),(),( NFXgtNXg =                                                 (21) 

),(),( VfNgfVNg =                                                 (22) 

( )),()()( YXthXAYPY FYXX −−∇=∇ φ  
( )),(),()( YXfhPYXhYFX −+∇+                     (23) 

        ( ) ( )XPAXANtN NfNXX −−∇=∇ )(φ      

( ).),()( XFAtNXhNf NX −+∇+                       (24) 
 

Lemma 3.2.  For a submanifold M of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold with 
,TM∈ξ  we have 

 
,0 ξξ FP ==                                                      (25) 

,0 FP ηη ==                                                (26) 

,2 ξη ⊗+=+ ItFP                                          (27) 

,0=+ fFFP                                                   (28) 

,2 IFtf =+                                                    (29) 

.0=+ Pttf                                                    (30) 
 
 The above two lemmas lead to the following proposition. 
 
Proposition 3.3.  If M  is a submanifold of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold 
with  ,TM∈ξ   then for every Mx∈  we have 
 

,)ker()ker()ker( 2
xxx ItFPP ξη ⊗−−==                             (31) 

,)ker()ker()ker( 2
xxx IPtFF ξη ⊗−−==                             (32) 

,)ker()ker()ker( 2
xxx IfFtt −==                                   (33) 

,)ker()ker()ker( 2
xxx IFtff −==                                 (34) 

,)ker()ker()ker( }{}{
2

}{ xxx ItFPf −== ⊥⊥⊥ ξξξ                      (35) 

,)ker()ker()ker(
}{

2
}{}{ xxx IPtFf −==

⊥⊥⊥
ξξξ                      (36) 

Proof.   The relations (31) − (34)  follow from relations (20) − (22), (27) and (29).  Since 
0)( =Xη  for ,}{ ⊥∈ ξX  the relations (35) and (36) are implied by (31) and (32) 

respectively. 
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 The following two propositions are for submanifolds of LP-cosymplectic manifolds, 
tangent to ξ. 
 
Proposition 3.4.  For a submanifold M of a LP-cosymplectic manifold such that 

,TM∈ξ  we have 
 

,0=∇ ξX                                                           (37) 

,0),( =ξXh                                                        (38) 
⊥∈ }{ξXAN                                                         (39) 

.0=ξNA                                                           (40) 
 

Proof.   We have 

,0),( =∇=+∇ ξξξ XX Xh  
 
which implies (37) and (38).   In view of (38) and (13) we get 
 

,),(),(),),((0 XAgXAgNXhg NN ξξξ ===  
which gives (39) and (40). 
 
Proposition 3.5. For a submanifold M  of a LP-cosymplectic manifold such that 

,TM∈ξ  we have 
 

,0),()( =−−∇ YXthXAYP FYX                                    (41) 

                           ,0),(),()( =−+∇ YXfhPYXhYFX                                (42) 

,0)( =−−∇ XPAXANt NfNX                                     (43) 

.0),()( =−+∇ XFAtNXhNf NX                                   (44) 
 

Consequently, 
,0)( =∇ ξPX                                                       (45) 

,0)( =∇ ξFX                                                       (46) 

,0=∇ Pξ                                                           (47) 

,0=∇ Fξ                                                           (48) 

,0=∇ tξ                                                           (49) 

,0=∇ fξ                                                           (50) 

[ ] ,, XAYAPXPYYXP FYFXYX −+∇−∇=                         (51) 

[ ] ),(),(, YPXhPYXhFXFYYXF YX −+∇−∇= ⊥⊥                      (52) 
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Proof.   Using (10) in (23) we get (41) and (42).   Similarly, using (10) in (24) we get 
(43) and (44).  Putting ξ=Y  in (41) and using (25) and (38), we get (45).  Putting 

ξ=Y  in (42) and using (25) and (38), we get (46).  Putting ξ=X  in (41) – (44) and 
using (38) and (40) we get (47) – (50) respectively.  The relations (51) and (52) follow 
from (41) and (42) respectively. 
 
 
4. Semi-invariant submanifolds 
 
A submanifold M of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold M  with TM∈ξ  is a 

semi-invariant submanifold  ]12,11[  of M  if TM can be decomposed as a direct sum of 
mutually orthogonal differentiable distributions 

 
,}{01 ξ⊕⊕= DDTM  

where 
 

{ } ,)(:}{)ker( }{
1 TMTMPXXXF φξξ ∩==∈== ⊥

⊥D  

 

{ } ,)(:}{)ker( }{
0 MTTMFXXXP ⊥⊥ ∩==∈== ⊥ φξξD  

 
Here, the distribution 1D  is invariant and the distribution 0D  is anti-invariant by φ. 
Moreover, we have 

 
,01 DD ⊕≡⊥MT   

 
where 

 
,)()(ker,)()ker( 01 TMMTfMTMTt φφ ∩==∩== ⊥⊥⊥ DD  

0000 , DDDD == tF . 
 

A  submanifold  M of a Lorentzian almost paracontact  manifold M  is an invariant  
(resp.  anti-invariant)  submanifold  of  M  if  TMTM ⊂)(φ  (resp. .))( MTTM ⊥⊂φ  
A semi-invariant submanifold of a Lorentzian almost paracontact manifold becomes an 
invariant submanifold (resp. anti-invariant submanifold) if }0{0 =D  (resp. .)}0{1 =D   
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Proposition 4.1.   Let M  be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 

M .  Then  { }0101 ,, DDDDD ⊕∈ is ξ-parallel,  that is, D∈∇ Xξ   for all .D∈X  

 
 Proof.   For 1D∈X  and ,0D∈Y we get  
 

),(),(),( 2 YPPXgYXPgYXg ξξξ ∇=∇=∇  

    ),(),( PYPXgPYPXg ξξ ∇−=∇=                                 

    0),(),( 2 =∇−=∇−= YPXgPYXPg ξξ .                      

 
Also, for 1D∈X  or 0D∈X   we have 
 

.0),(),( =∇−=∇ ξξ ξξ XgXg  

 
Thus, the result follows. 
 

Proposition 4.2.  Let M  be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 
.M   Then 

 
,}{,,0 0 ξ⊕∈=+ DYXXAYA FYFX                                     (53) 

.,,}{,)),,((),),(( 11 DD ∈∈⊕∈= NTMYXNYXhgNYXhg ξφφ             (54) 
 

Proof.   For }{, 0 ξ⊕∈DYX  and ,TMZ ∈  using (41) we get 
 

),),((),),((,( XZYthgFXZYhgZXAg FX ==  
                              ),( XZAPYYPg FYZZ −∇+∇−=            

    ,),(),(),( ZXAgXZAgPXYg FYFYZ −=−∇−=          
 
which implies (53).  Using (42), for ,}{1 ξ⊕∈DX  ,TMY ∈ ,1D∈N  
 

),),(()),,(( NXFPXYhFXgNYXfhg YY ∇−+∇= ⊥  
                                                    .)),,((),()),,(( NYXhgNXFgNYPXhg Y φ=∇−=  
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5. Integrability conditions 
 
In view of Proposition 3.4 we can state the following. 
 
Theorem 5.1.  Let M be a submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold such that 

.TM∈ξ  Then 
 
1. }{ξ  and ⊥}{ξ  are parallel,  

2. }{ξ and ⊥}{ξ  are integrable and their leaves are totally geodesic in M,  

3. M is locally product of leaves of }{ξ and ⊥}{ξ , 

4. M is mixed-)}{,}({ ⊥ξξ  totally geodesic.  
 
Lemma 5.2.   Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold .M  

Then },{ 01 DDD ∈  is integrable if and only if }{ξ⊕D  is integrable. 
 
Proof.  Let  D ′  be a distribution on M orthogonal to }{ξ and let }{ξ⊕′D  be 

integrable. Then, for .],[,}{, DD ′∈⊕′∈ YXYX ξ   Since ⊥}{ξ  is parallel, 
 

.0),(),],([ =∇−∇= ξξ XYgYXg YX  
 
Hence, D ′∈],[ YX  and D ′  is integrable, which proves if part. Conversely, if 

},{ 01 DDD ∈  is integrable, then for ,D∈YX ,  we have 
 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]YXYXYX ,,,, ξξξξ ++=++ , 
 
which in view of  (37) and Proposition 4.1, shows that }{ξ⊕D  is integrable. 
 
 Theorem 5.3.   Let M  be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 
M .  Then the following statements are equivalent: 
 

(a) 
0D  is integrable,  

(b)  }{0 ξ⊕D  is integrable,  
(c)  0,,0 D∈= YXYAFX ,  

(d)  .,,),( 01 TMZXZYh ∈∈∈ DD   
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Proof.    Statements (a) and (b) are equivalent by Lemma 5.2.  For },{, 0 ξ⊕∈ DYX in 
view of  (53) and (51), we have 

 
[ ] 1,2 D∈= YXPYAFX ,                                                (55) 

 
which shows equivalence of (b) and (c).   Lastly, from 

 
TMZYXFXZYhgZXAg FX ∈∈= ,,,)),,((),( 0D  

 
(c) and (d) are equivalent. 
 
Theorem 5.4.   Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 

.M   If M  is -),( 10 DD mixed totally geodesic then 0D  is integrable. 
 
Proof.   For 0D∈Y  and ,1D∈Z  we have .0),( =ZYh   For 0,, D∈ZYX  in view of 
(13) and (55), we have 

 
,0),],([)],,[(),(2)),,((2 ==== PZYXgZYXPgZXAgFXZYhg FX  

 
which in view of the statement (d) of Theorem 5.3 gives the proof. 
 
Theorem 5.5.  Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 

.M   Then the following statements are equivalent: 
 
(a) 1D  is integrable,  
(b) }{1 ξ⊕D  is integrable,  

(c) ,,,),(),( 1D∈= YXYPXhPYXh  
(d) .,,,),),((),),(( 1 TMZYXFZYPXhgFZPYXhg ∈∈= D  
 
Proof.    Statements (a) and (b) are equivalent by Lemma 5.2.  In view of (52), we have 
 

,}{,,),(),(],[ 1 ξ⊕∈−= DYXYPXhPYXhYXF  
 
which implies the equivalence of (b) and (c).  )()( dc ⇒  is obvious.  Lastly, let us 

assume (d).   In view of ),54(  for ,,, 11 DD ∈∈ NYX  we get 
 

,0),),(),((),),(),(( =−=− NYXhXYhgNYPXhPYXhg φφ  
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that is, ),(),( YPXhPYXh −  is perpendicular to .1D   Therefore, replacing FZ by  

),(),( YPXhPYXh −  in (d), from the above equation we get 
 

,0),(),( =− YPXhPYXh  
 

and (c) follows. 
 
Theorem 5.5 leads to the following. 
 
Corollary 5.6.   Let M  be a semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 

.M   If M is -1D totally geodesic then 1D  is integrable . 
 
 
6. Totally umbilical and totally geodesic submanifolds 
 
First, we prove a lemma. 
 
Lemma 6.1.   Let D  be a distribution on a submanifold M of a LP-cosymplectic 
manifold such that .D∈ξ   If M is D-totally umbilical then M is D-totally geodesic. 
 
Proof.    If M is D-totally umbilical then by definition for all D∈YX ,  we have 
 

 K),(),( YXgYXh =  
 
for some .MT ⊥∈K   But in view of (38), we have 
 

0),(),( === ξξξξ hg KK  
 
and therefore M is  D-totally geodesic. 
 
The Lemma 6.1 implies the following two theorems. 
 
Theorem 6.2.    Each totally umbilical submanifold M of a LP-cosymplectic manifold 
such that  ,TM∈ξ  is totally geodesic. 
 
Theorem 6.3.  Each totally umbilical semi-invariant submanifold of a LP-cosymplectic 
manifold is totally geodesic. 
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In view of the above theorem and Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6, we have the following: 
 
Theorem 6.4. If M is a totally umbilical semi-invariant submanifold of a 
LP-cosymplectic manifold,  then 0D  and 1D  are integrable. 
 
In last, we propose the following: 
 
Exercise 6.5.   To  study  semi-invariant  and  almost  semi-invariant submanifolds of  
LP-nearly cosymplectic manifolds [8]. 
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